
Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of neural networks (N"N) is one of the most rapidly expanding fields attracting 

people from a wide variety of disciplines. The study of neural networks is a fipld which 

cuts across many disciplines like philosophy, biology, psychology, mathematics. st it t istics. 

neuroscience, physics, engineering and even linguistics [VVasserman 1989]. Tlwsp illlf~l"W()

ven disciplines have made the study of neural networks unique. Neural networks hring 

together various subjects and disciplines in building intelligent systems. 

1.1 What is a Neural Network? 

The term neural network (NN) in this thesis refers to artificial neural I1(~twork (AXX) 

which mimics biological neural systems. 

There are several definitions as to what a neural network means: ~1aren defines llPural 

networks as computational systems, either hardware or software, which mimic the ("Olnpu

tational abilities of biological systems by using simple inten;onnected artificial ll('lll"OnS 

[Maren et al 1990]. 
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Hecht-Nielsen gives a rigorous definition of a neural network as "a po:ralld clistriJ mt('d 

information processing structure consisting of processing elements which can possess a local 

memory and carry out localized information processing operations, inten;onncr:ted t()r.;ether 

with unidirectional signal channels called connections. Each processing element has a siup;le 

output connection which branches (fans out) into as many collateral connectiolls as ([('sired 

(each carrying the same signal - the processing element output signal). The Pl'OC('SSillg 

element output signal can be of any mathematical type desired. All of the ]lI'O('('ssing 

that goes on within each processing element must be completely locaL i.e. must (]('peIHl 

only upon the current values of the input signal arriving at the processing dPllH'llt via 

impinging connections and upon values stored in the processing element's local nlPlllor~' .. 

[Hecht-Nielsen 1989]. 

A simpler definition of a neural network, given by Fausett, is that, a NN is an information 

processing system that has certain performance characteristics, such as adaptiw l(~aru

ing, and parallel processing of information, in common with biological neural ll<'tworks 

[Fausett ] 994], 

Haykins defines a neural network as a massively parallel distributed proc(~ssor that has a 

natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making the knowledge ilyailabh~ 

for use [Haykins, 1994]. 

A neural network can also be defined as a distributed computational Syst('lll composed of 

a number of individual processing elements operating largely in pam,ltd. intef'(:(i'/I'fI,u:teri 

according to some specific topology (architecture) and having the eapabilitv to spIt' ll10difv 

connection strengths and processing elements parameters [Rogas 1996J. 

From Muller and Reinhardt's view, a neural net,vork model is defined as an algorithm for 

cognitive tasks, such as learning and optimization, which are in a loose S811se 1><1s('(l on 

concepts derived from research into the nature of the brain [Muller et oj 1990]. 

From all these definitions. it can be deduced that 
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• 	 A neural network is inspired by studies of the brain. Though. it would 1)(' \\T()ll,l!, t () sa~' 

that a neural network duplicates brain functions. because the hraill is highh' ('olllplpx 

and the actual intelligence exhibited by the most sophisticated Beural network is well 

below the level of intelligence of any animal [vVasserman 1989j. 

• 	 A neural network is made of several interconnected units similar to the ll('l1\'()llS ill 

the brain. 

• 	 A NN is an information processing system that operates ill parallel. 

• 	 Signals are passed bet.ween units over connection links and each link has all associated 

weight. 

• 	 Artificial neurons are simple emulations of biological neurons. Artificial IJ('lll'OnS 

receive information from other artificial neurons or the environment. perform it simple 

operation by applying functions on these input signals and pass the res11lt t() ()t h(~r 

neurons or the environment. 

• 	 Each unit applies an activation function (usually nonlinear) tn the lwt ill]lnt and 

determines the unit's output signal. 

1.1.1 Characteristics Of A Neural Network? 

A neural network is characterized by 

• 	 the architecture of the NN, which refers to the number of layers ill tllf' IlNwork. 

the number of neurons in the layer. and how these neurons are illt.e},(·()llll('ct

ed. Neural network types include single layer networks such as th(' Hopfidd T\\' 

[Maren et al1990], multilayer feedforward neural networks (MLNNs) s11ch (IS hac1\:

propagation [Wasserman 1989jand recurrent NNs (RNNs) [Simpson 1990j. 
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• 	 The method of adjusting weights for each connection, referred to as tIw ](,<lmiu![ algo

rithm. Learning algorithms are divided into two main categories, nanwlv sn]J('l'yisf'd 

and unsupervised learning. Learning in supervised mode is done b,' ("ompari ug the 

network's output to the desired output, which is provided by the system or ('xt(~mal 

teachers [Simpson 1990]. Learning in unsupervised mode, 011 the other ha11d. is h~' 

self organization. There is no target or desired output and hence 110 comparisoIl to 

predetermined responses [Simpson 1990] . 

• 	 The activatioIl function used which can be linear, discrete fUIlctions sHch as tJJ(' ralllp 

function or continuous functions such as the sigmoid function. 

The advantages of, and reasons for using neural networks rather than eonventionallllethods 

of optimization, regression, classification and clustering are discussed in sectio11 1.1. 

1.2 Why Neural Networks? 

The interest in neural networks is motivated by the desire to understand the braill. i.e. the 

principles on which the human brain works, to emulate some of the hrain's streug!hand 

the wish to build machines that are capable of performing complex tasks for \"bi('h the 

sequentially operating programmable computers are not well suited for. 

Everyday observation shows that. the brains of even animals of lower intelligew:e ("all per

form tasks that are far beyond the range of even the largest and the fast.est modem elec

tronic computers. For example, dogs bark at human beings that are strangPI's while they 

are quite relaxed \vith human friends. Dogs can distinguish between fops all< I frit'ud

s. No present day electronic computer has sufficient computational pmver to match this 

similar accomplishment. This accomplishment involves some lleed for the n~('ogllirion of 

complex optical or acoustical patterns which are not determined by simpl(~ logic;d rules 
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[Miiller et al 1990J. 

Neural networks are also used when data, on which conclusions an' to based. j" fllzz~·. 

\iVhen the influential or informative patterns are subtle or hidden, a l\N has the ill lilitv to 

discover patterns which are not clear, or unknown to the human researcher or standard 

statistical methods. An example is credit worthiness of loan applicants based OIl sp<'llding 

and payment history [:Nlasters 1993]. NNs have been applied to data that pxhihits signif

icant unpredictable nonlinearity [Fausett 1994J. NNs have been adaptpel to predict future 

values not based on strictly defined models, and offer possibilities for solving problems 

that require pattern recognition, pattern mapping, dealing with noisy data and pattern 

completion [Masters 1993]. 

The advantages of NNs are summarized bela-w: 

1. 	 A NN has the ability to learn. 

2. 	 Neural networks are robust to noise. 

3. 	 Neural networks work excellently for nonlinear data. 

4. 	 Because NN can learn to discriminate patterns based on examples and traiuillg. all 

elaborate a priori model is not needed neither is the probability function IH'ed('d to 

be specified. The statistical distribution of the data used for training is Hot ll('<,ded. 

Specific areas where NNs have been applied include: pattern recognition and classificatioll, 

adaptive control applications, financial analysis such as forecasting and credit aSS(,SSlllCllt. 

database mining, function approximation and clustering [Fausett 1994, l\Ia.stprs 1993. 

Wasserman 1989, Towell et al1993]. 
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1.2.1 Features of Neural Networks 

A very important feature of a neural network is an ability to adapt to changing ('lli'll'OIl

ments, where learning is by examples. That is, the NN learns limv to perform Cf~rtilill tasks 

by undergoing training with illustrative examples. Once trained. a NK call pnfOl'lll tasks 

without any external help, even if presented v.:ith distorted patterns [Beale ret uI 1<)90]. 

This feature makes NNs very appealing especially in application problems when' little or 

no understanding of the problem is known, but where training data which refipcts the char

acteristics of the problem is available. Neural networks can learn various thillgs sllch as 

distinguishing a straight line from a convex curved line. The NN can discriminat(' 1 )('tw('('n 

the lines once trained, even when the lines are shifted up or down. or <,yell if the data is 

noisy. 

Another feature of neural networks is the parallel architecture, which allows faster com

putation of some problems when the network is implemented on parallel digital COlllp1lterS, 

or when the network simulates parallelism. Electronic computers are designed to GIlT\, out 

one instruction after the other, extremely rapid whereas the brain work with slmV<'l llllits. 

A computer is a high speed, serial machine compared to the highly parallel llatnr(' of tIlt, 

brain. Computers therefore manage tasks such as counting (an essentiallY s(~rial activi

ty) which suit its design well, making the computer superior to the brain ill snch tasks. 

However, for highly parallel tasks such as vision or speech, computers perform badly. TIl(' 

brain is able to operate in parallel easily and thus is qmch faster than tIl<' COlllpllwr ill 

performing these tasks. 

The approach of NNs in various applications is to capture the guiding principl(~ That un

derlines the way the human brain solve problems and apply these principles to (,Oll1]mtfT 

systems. 
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1.3 Background to Neural Networks 

Neural networks have been motivated right from their inception by the fact that t IH' 1>1'ai11 

computes in an entirely dift'erent way from the conventional von Neumann machilles (com

puters) [Hassoun, 1995]. The brain is a highly complex, nonlinear and pal'alld information 

processing system. The brain has the capability of organizing neurons to p(~rfonll ('('rtain 

tasks such as pattern recognition, speech recognition. pattern classificatioll lllaIlY limps 

faster than the fastest digital computer in existence today. 

The understanding of this neurobiology has allowed researchers to simulate neurallwhayior. 

This idea of simulating neural behavior dates back to the early 40's when one of thp aJ)stract 

models of a neuron was introduced by McCulloch and Pitts. They propos(~d cl i!,('lleral 

theory of information processing based OIl networks of binary switches called lJ('lUOllS. 

These neurons were much simpler than their real biological cOllnterparts. IvIcCllllo('h a.nd 

Pitts demonstrated that even simple types of neural networks could in principle, (,()lllpute 

any arithmetic or logical function [Hecht-Nielsen 1989]. 

In 1949, Donalds Hebb proposed a learning rule that explained how a network of ll('llrons 

learned. He used the learning rule to build a qualitative explanation of sonw experilllclltal 

results. This bold step served to inspire many other researchers to pursue the same tlH'll1c. 

which further laid the ground work for the advent of neural net\vorks [Hecht-~i(~ls(,ll lU89]. 

Rosenblatt invented the perceptron and its learning algorithm in 1958. The P<'[('('ptroll 

in its simplest form consists of two separate layers of neurons representing the illput and 

output layers. An iterative algorithm for constructing synaptic coupling such that a sp(~cific 

input pattern is transformed into the desired output pattern was introduced. Hmv('\,('J'. the 

perceptron had a serious shortcoming: it was only capable of solving classificatioll l>l'Ohl(>ms 

that are linearly separable at the output layer [Fu 1994]. At the same time, Widrm\, alld 

Hoff developed an important variation of perceptron learning known as the \;\'idrow-Hoff 

rule [Fu 1994]. 
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In the late 60's, Minsky and Papert caused research in 1\1\S to be t(~nnillatf'd \yiT 11 t lwir 

results published in their landmark book called Peceptron [H(~cht-Nielsen 1989]. \Iinsk~' 

and Papert pointed out the theoretical limitations of single layer neural network lllodds. 

They proved that the perceptron cannot implement the exclusive or (XOR) lO!2,ical fllllCtioll. 

The perceptron also had difficulty in learning other binary predicate functions. TIH' illlplicit 

conclusion from their book ,vas that essentially all neural networks suffer thp SclllH' fatal 

flaw as the perceptron and they left the impression that neural network research wac-: i1 (\pad 

end [Hecht-Nielsen 1989]. Due to this pessimistic v..ark, research on neural network Llpsed 

into an eclipse (a dark age for neural network research) for nearly two decades fFll 199,1]. 

Despite this, a few faithful researchers still continued their \vork on NNs and producpd 

meaningful results during this period. For example, Anderson and Grossberg did impor

tant work on the psychological models [Hecht-Nielsen 1989], Kohonell illvellt(~d t h(' sf'lf 

organising map (SOM), an associative memory model [Fu 1994]. 

In the early 80s, after two decades of obscurity, there was a renewpd enthusiasm ill the 

neural network field. A notable researcher "who increased the visibility amI respect for NN 

study is Hopfield. In 1982, Hopfield introduced the idea of energy minimizatioll in pin'sics 

to neural networks [Hopfield 1982, Fu 1994]. 

In the mid 80s, Rumelhart, Hinton and \iVilliams developed a learning algoritlnll fur mul

tilayer networks called the backpropagation algorithm (BP) [vVasserman 1989]. Thi;-; algo

rithm offered a powerful solution to training a multilayer neural network alld lWllC(, ('()lI11ters 

the implicit conclusion of l'viinsky and Papert. Their development of multila.ver f("edforward 

networks was not restricted to linearly separable training sets. Along "with a H'asollablv 

effective training algorithm for ~~s, Rumelhart et al demonstrated that llemal ll!'twork

s can provide real solutions to practical problems [Rumelhart et al1986, l\Jasu"l'S 1993J. 

Problems such as the XOR and lack of a general method of training a Illultilaym lH'ural 

network, which had originally contributed to tht> demise of Beural netvmrks in tIl<' (lOs. 

were overcome using the backpropagation algorithm and other techniques which followpd 
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[\Vasserman 1989]. It is interesting to note that \Verbos had developed tlip idea of hac:k

propagation in 1974 and also Parker in 1982 independently [Maren et al199()]. 

A spectacular success of backpropagation is demonstrated by the NETTALK :-;\":-;H~lll 

developed by Sejnowski and Rosenberg in 1987. NETTALK is a :;;:vstPlll tha I con

verts English text into highly intelligible speech [Wasserman 1989]. The hackpropi-l

gation algorithm is probably the most well known and widely used training algorith

m [Maren et al1990]. Much research effort was expended to improve hackpropaga

tion. The objective of this study is to further study methods to improw BP. Ap

proaches and specific research to improve the performance of NNs usillg BP include 

finding optimal weight initialization [Wessels et a11992]' optimal learning rate awl mo

mentum [Yu et a11997, \Veir 1990], finding optimal architectures [Engelbrecht ct (Ii 1996. 

Hassibi et a11994, Le Cun 1990, Kamin 1990, Sietsma et al19881, using second ordn opti

mization techniques [Becker et a11988]' adaptive activation functions [Fletcher f't oj 1994, 

Engelbrecht et al1995, Zurada 1992a] and active learning [Robel 1994a, Zhaug 1994, 

Engelbrecht et al1999a]. 

A large number of neural networks are trained using the gradient descent optimization 

method in the supervised mode. In order to train the network successfully. thp output of the 

network is made to approach the desired output by continually reducing the P!Tor ]H't\\'eell 

the network's output and the desired output. Training a NN is achieved by pres('nting the 

network with information to learn, which consists of a fixed set of input attrihuh's and 

corresponding target outputs. The "veights between the layers are then adjusted llsing an 

optimization algorithm, usually the gradient descent optimization, the error is cOlllpmcd 

and backpropagated from one layer to the previous layer. But presenting all the (\\'ililable 

data to the network can he problematic, especially when there are redundant data ill the 

training set. The computational expense in terms of training time and the complexity can 

be unnecessarily high if all the data are used for training. 

Studies have shown that selecting the most informative data, rather than tUliniug OIl 
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all the available data, improves, or at least maintains the generalization pnrfonll(lJl('('. as 

well as reduces the training cost, and the data needed for training [Engelhreclit II 11.1 J 998. 

Engelbrecht et al1999a, Robel 1994a, Zhang 1994]. Active learning refers to snch S(·jl'c1iou 

of a subset of the available training data containing the most illformatiV(~ pattl'llls for 

training. The concept of active learning is to efficiently select high utility pattnus hom 

available data for training the network. There are 1:\vo approaches to active [(,illlling. 

namely incremental and selective learning. 

This thesis focuses all the study of active learning as a method of improving perfOl'lllaIlCe 

of NNs on function approximation and time series problems. Section 1.4 dis(,llSS('S tlw 

objectives of this study. 

1.4 Objective and Justification 

The backpropagation learning algorithm played a vital role in t.he resurgence of ill\('l'('st in 

neural networks. Eversince, a lot of research effort has been concentrated 011 findiug ways 

to improve the performance of back propagation learning. Research has C()lJ('(~lltT;\f('d 011 

finding the optimal size of networks, to make opti'mal use of training ci<1ta. to oldilll,izl: 

initial weights and learning parameters. 

This thesis concentrates on methods to optimize the use of training data, i.e. (l.divr: lefJ.rnirl.,cJ. 

A new selective algorithm for time series problems is proposed and is lls(~cl as Olll' or tll<J 

selected active learning algorithms to be compared. A comparative stuelv is carried ollt ou 

three additional active learning algorithms. \IVhile many research efforts havp COll('('lltrated 

all designing new active learning approaches, as well as other learning algori thlllS. all 

elaborate comparison of these approaches is still lacking and hence the lI1ot.i";\t jou for 

this study. The four selected active learning algorithms are compared to each OtlH'J with 

reference to their respective performances in terms of accuracy, computational (,Oll1p[('xity 
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and convergence characteristics. 

Accuracy of a learning algorithm is how well a function is approximated bv the ll(,twork 

llsing the algorithm. The mean squared error (T\ISE) on the trainiug set ami the ti'st S(~t 

are used as the measure of accuracy. The training error is the error compute'(\ (i\'('}' all 

the patterns or data presented to a network for training, while tlw generalizatiolJ eITor 

is the error computed over a set. of patterns not used for training a network i.e. \('st set. 

A low generalization and training error is an indication of good approximatioll of tlH' 

problem and a good performance of the network. However, a lov" training error al1(\ a large' 

generalization error is an indication that the training set is overfitted. A ::vlS£ v(llnc dose 

to zero shows a small error between the target and the output. function. COlllj)lltiltional 

complexity measures the cost of training the network. The cost is measured ~n' the' 1l1lmher 

of calculations made during training. The number of patterns selecteel for t.ra.iuillg is qllit.() 

important because of the proportional relationship between comput.ational cost dlld the 

number of patterns. The more patterns selected for training, the more calculatiolls arp 

made during training and thus, a higher training cost. Based on these eriteria, a ni tiqlle 

of the different algorithms as well as suggested future work are discussed. 

The scope of this thesis is multilayer feedforwaTd neural network.'), focllsing OIl f11ll('tiol1 

approximation and time series problems. Gradient descent is used as optimizatioll llwt.hod 

and sigmoid activation functions are used. A three layer neural rwtwork with ow' input 

layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer is used. 

1.5 Outline 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: 
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• 	 Chapter 2 deals with learning in multilayer neural networks. A g;eneral iutl'od lldioll 

and a background study of multilayer neural networks are giVf-:Il. The arcliiu,(·tnn's. 

learning algorithms and weight updating methods are discussed. The difficllities 

of training multilayer neural networks, as well as solutions to these difficlllti!'s an' 

discussed. 

• 	 Active learning is discussed in chapter 3. The concept and the basis for actin' l!'arning; 

are examined. Results and simulations of the four selected active learning alg;orithms 

are presented. 

• 	 Chapter 4 concludes this thesis with observations and suggestions for future l'<'s('(Jxc:h. 

 
 
 


